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231191120159527 231191160059595 231191170191703 231191190065054 231191190155683
231191190178652 231191190210994 231191220103483 231191220127467 231191220141204
231191220150721 231191220154499 231191220159367 231191220200902 231191220213339
231191230071556 231191230216242 231191260112322 231191270029855 231191270044397
231192160128541 231192160129474 231192220099583 231192220119315 231192220129773
231192220146792 231192220176472 231192220206834 231192270017505 231192270177989
231193120097243 231193120117271 231193120145658 231193190020663 231193250022249
231193250034158 231193260005468 231193260035680 231193260046665 231194120057135
231194120100732 231194130199384 231194160031480 231194170222063 231194190087971
231194190097585 231194190178133 231194190192822 231194190198684 231194190207657
231194220102386 231194220111142 231194220167263 231194220177947 231194220179990
231194220187625 231194220194561 231194220195373 231194220202849 231194220207123
231194220210817 231194220211593 231194220218565 231194220218650 231194220231482
231194220237343 231194220237445 231194230194921 231194230205903 231194230234788
231194250181239 231194260061601 231194260072224 231194260090876 231194260106501
231194260150434 231194260152028 231194260176875 231194260189128 231194260190058
231194260195697 231194260218994 231194260222489 231194270020077 231194270046377
231194270067278 231194270145953 231194270194332 231194270206674 231194270214505
231194280001122 231194280002701 231194310079766 231194310203492 231194310229677
231195120022908 231195120038631 231195190038088 231195220030334 231195230040325
231195250034263 231195250044429 231195260018742 231195260033533 231195260035157
231195260039146 231195260045966 231195270025945 231195270033999 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Total Number of candidates shortlisted for DV: 109
Date : 11 February 2023 Chairman/RRB/Malda

List of Candidates shortlisted for Document Verification (Pay Level-3)

1.0: Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Document Verification (DV) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 3, based on their score in 2nd stage CBT and the priority for various posts 
furnished by them in the online application.  The candidates called for DV to Pay level-6 & level-5 but could not be empanelled , due to reasons like being absent, lower medical fitness etc., are also considered for posts in Level 3  based on 
their merit and according to  their Medical fitness, as per Sl.no 6 of Notice on document verification  process dated 14.09.2022.  

2.0: The Document Verification (DV) will commence from  20/2/2023  onwards, the details will be published in the website.  The candidates scheduled for DV will get an email and SMS to download their e-call letter from RRB Website. 

3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of DV, they have to undergo Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRB. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay 
for three to four days. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and medical examination.

4.0: The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with one set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.

5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document Verification is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency / deficiency in the data furnished by them in 
their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification does not entitle him/her in 
any way to an appointment in the Railways.

6.0: Additional DV will be conducted to fill up the shortfall, if any, as and when necessary.

7.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or Typographical or printing mistakes. RRB regrets for the inability to 
entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.

8.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based 
purely on the merit of the candidates.

9.0: Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.

10.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Document Verification are arranged horizontally in ascending order and not in the order of merit.
Level-3 Posts

--------End of List--------
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